
Auluck, Rajender

From: Conte, Richard
Sent: Thursday, November'10, 2011 4:51 PM
To: Chaudhary, Suresh; Sheikh, Abdul; Thomas, George
Cc: Auluck, Rajender; Burritt, Arthur; Chernoff, Harold; Cline, Leonard; Ferrer, Nathaniel; Khanna,

Meena; Lehman, Bryce; Manoly, Kamal; Miller, Ed; Modes, Michael; Morey, Dennis; Plasse,
Richard; Murphy, Martin; Raymond, William; Shaikh, Atif

Subject: RE: Seabrook ASR discussion - internal to NRC staff

By way of summary for the ASR Discussion this week, the below listed items is presented. First I need for Suresh and
George and Abdul to give their thoughts on the deltas between the MPR action plans and the NextEra implementation
schedule. Also we need a solution on what tests need to be done that we do not see NextEra planning with themselves
or their contractors. Thanks to David Hills in Region III he will be providing an inspector to oversee the testing at WJE in
Illinois next week which I understand is 18 cores from the Control Building for which they will test for compressive
strength and tensile strength.

NextEra Cntrl
Contractors ASR ...

Some initial thought on inspection planning for oversight of contract work and on the deltas are in the attached draft
plan. Atif this is a later revision of what was sent earlier.

We are ok with the revised PODs and can wait till the Engineering Evaluation on March 2012. We are not ready to Exit
but we should interact first with NextEra on the findings and status of the unresolved items. We will discuss this more at
the status call of Wednesday Nov. 16 at 1030am.

I informed the Licensing Manager that it is very difficult to understand what they are planning to do if there is a
disconnect between the MPR plans and the NextEra implementation schedule. More detailed questions would be posed
at the status call. A tentative list is at the bottom of the attached draft inspection plan.

Tentative we might be able to do exit on standalone report on Tuesday Nov. 29 when Chris Miller is on site with I and
Suresh. We can tie in Michael Modes and any others if needed.

Again we need thoughts on what are they not doing and should be doing - we are only 3 months from March the
Engineering Evaluation.

-----Original Appointment-----
From: R1DRSEB1CAL RESOURCE
Sent: Tuesday, November 08, 2011 10:05 AM
To: R1DRSEB1CAL RESOURCE; Conte, Richard; Auluck, Rajender; Burrltt, Arthur; Chaudhary, Suresh; Chernoff, Harold;
Cline, Leonard; Ferrer, Nathaniel; Khanna, Meena; Lehman, Bryce; Manoly, Kamal; Miller, Ed; Modes, Michael; Morey,
Dennis; Murphy, Martin; Plasse, Richard; Raymond, William; Sheikh, Abdul; Skeen, David; Thomas, George
Subject: FW: Seabrook ASR discussion - internal to NRC staff
When: Wednesday, November 09, 2011 10:30 AM-12:00 PM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).
Where: Respective Offices, 12 lines available but please gather so remote staff can tie in

if you have add on's let me know:" •iiormatiOn in this record was deleted

in accordance with the Frgedom of Information
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Note that I have no way of knowing who sent me this invitation because it was not sent from within a personal calendar,
but from inside the anonymous RIDRSEBICAL RESOURCE. Heck somebody receiving this could even assume I was, once
again, arranging the meeting.

From: RIDRSEBICAL RESOURCE
Sent: Tuesday, November 08, 2011 9:34 AM
To: Auluck, Rajender; Burritt, Arthur; Chaudhary, Suresh; Chernoff, Harold; Cline, Leonard; Conte, Richard; Ferrer,
Nathaniel; Khanna, Meena; Lehman, Bryce; Manoly, Kamal; Miller, Ed; Modes, Michael; Morey, Dennis; Murphy, Martin;
Plasse, Richard; Raymond, William; Sheikh, Abdul; Skeen, David; Thomas, George
Subject: Seabrook ASR discussion - internal to NRC staff
When: Wednesday, November 09, 2011 10:30 AM-12:00 PM.
Where: Respective Offices, 12 lines available but please gather so remote staff can tie in

When: Wednesday. November 09, 2011 10:30 AM-12:00 PM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).
Where: Respective Offices, 12 lines available but please gather so remote staff can tie in

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

Here is the call logistics for bridge number

PasscodeslPin cod 1 .

Participant passcod (b)(6-)
For security reasons, the passcode will be required to join the call.

Dial in numbers:
Country Toll Numbers Freephone)

Toll Free Number

USA 888-790-1802

See below on agenda from a previous email

Tentative list below, if you have add on's let me know.

Agenda for Internal 11/9/11:

I. Adequacy of revised PODs to address weaknesses identified during the week of 9/26/11, available on
Certrex

2. Adequacy of revised implementation schedule that appears to be the controlling document or view from
NextEra on what type sampling and testing they will be doing - Action Plans remains contractor
recommendation- What is important that they are not doing that they should be going and regulatory

basis.
3. NRC conducted another seminar on ASR Oct 20 - we need to understand what we took away fiom it -

see the below list of issues summarized by Bill Raymond - general question is what standards are we
regulating to, do we need a ISG or BTP - fundamental question is do they need to do Triaxial Testing on
the sampling.

4. Any answers yet to George Thomas and Bill Raymond question communicated for TIA response - TIA
response due 12/30/11

5. Inquiry from C-I 0 to DLR on ASR issue - what were the discussion points, new actions?
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6. Some limited discussion between DRS and DRP on the disposition of the apparent inadequate PODs as of
the beginning of the week of 9/26/11.

7. Suresh is to do a PIR sample the week of 11/28/11 related to the MR scoping apparent cause; that week is
also to look at how NextEra is controlling their contractors. Ve may also need to find out thc answers to
questions noted herein.

8, Are we ready to Exit on the updated but open URI pending the engineering evaluation of March 2012 -
Any violations from the inadequate POD.

9. DRP Input on URI for 50.59 screening issue, the design change was rescinded

Agenda for Conference with NextEra 11/16/11;
1. Exit and matters to discuss
2. Their status of accomplishments since Oct. 1
3. Open issues from I to 9 above.

<< Message: FW: Conference Details (NOV 09, 2011-10:00 AM ET--Conf# 9557858) >> << Message: Status on the ASR Project at
Seabrook >>
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